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We have ... all of you (>1000 registrants)
• Elisabeth Alton - Yorkshire
• Bryony Kendall - Liverpool
• Patricia Winchester - Jersey 
• Christine Whiteside - Wales 
• Alex Ruck Keene - Barrister 

• Ilora Finlay - National Mental 
Capacity Forum 

• Wayne Martin Essex Autonomy
• Margot Kuylen 

• Help from Martin McKee 
• Baljit Dhillon-Sidhu OPG
• Maya Sooben MoJ
• Alex Wakefield DHSC 

3 ½ days 
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Summary of 
registration 
questions

Your concerns

The experience from the three GPs

Your responses and how they link to the MCA 
principles

A legal perspective

Reflections from a care home

Your questions 



What are you most concerned about?



Around 390 respondents 
think lack of capacity is a 
major challenge. Around 
150 respondents do not 
think it is a major 
challenge. About 170 were 
unsure.

Challenge of lack of capacity



Over 100 respondents 
said that you do not 
have to assess capacity 
and around 70 were 
unsure.

Assess capacity before vaccinating 
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Over 270 respondents think that 
consent is not different and 
around 340 think it is only 
somewhat different.

Like flu?



Experience from early 
coronavirus vaccinations

Dr Bryony Kendall
GP

Aintree PCN, Liverpool
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What you need to vaccinate:
Anaphylaxis Kit Community (Adrenaline-
only)
Anaphylaxis Kit Standard (Adrenaline +
Chlorphenamine + Hydrocortisone)
Emergency Kit - Intravenous cannula 18G
Emergency Kit - Intravenous cannula 20G
Cool Box (refrigeration) [when required]
Dressing Trolley Standing Height (Drawer 
Available for Storing Emergency Kit)
Refrigerator, 158/389L (Dependent on 
throughput)
Resuscitation Equipment - Absorbent Towel, 
Gloves,
Razor, Shield and Shears

Permanent Marker Pens (For permanently 
striking through the labels and the vaccine 
boxes after use to prevent counterfeiting)
Refrigerator, 158/389L (Dependent on 
throughput) 
ULT IQ, OQ & PQ 
Ultra Low Temperature (ULT) Freezer 570 
Ultra Low Temperature (ULT) Freezer - 101 
Industrial Infra red Thermometer for cool 
packs 
Lockable Cabinets for Medicines 
Wipeable Chairs 
Industrial Infra-red Thermometer for cool 
packs 



Aintree PCN, Tuesday 15th December



Key features:

• Kindness

• Compassion 

• Time to listen 



Two groups of people:

• those who have capacity to make the decision 
regarding vaccination at the time of giving, 

• and those who do not
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Eric



Charlotte

“I read on the internet it gives you seizures and 
then you can’t get pregnant”



Listen with kindness – risks of not 
doing so:

• Missing out opportunity to influence

• Misuse of medical authority



Pinnacle



Informed consent is a process…

• Start now

• Know the information you need to share

• Listen and be kind



Dr Elisabeth Alton
Named GP Safeguarding Adults

N.Lincs and East Riding of Yorkshire 
CCG’s
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Panic Not! 
You have all the skills to do 

this.
- This is no different to the flu vaccination programme
- Use this as a great opportunity to renew your workforces’ knowledge of 

the MCA
- Most importantly make it a good experience for the patient and families
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What information are you going to 
give the patient?
Covid vaccination
• Reduce the risk of covid
• Cannot give you covid
• 2 injections
• Painful heavy arm
• Mild fever

Flu vaccination
• Reduce the risk of flu
• Cannot give you flu
• One injection
• Painful arm
• Mild fever
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Top tips for capacity assessments

Keep it simple
Short sentences
Do not set the bar too high
Be accompanied by a carer
Ask for advice to support the resident



Patricia Winchester
Jersey
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Jersey 

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Jersey
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


Vaccination roll out to care homes
• 1000 people living in care including learning disability

• IMCA involvement – why?

• Capacity and Self Determination (Jersey) law 2016, enacted 
2018

• More flexible commissioning



Preparation is key
• Adult guide
• Individual letter
• NHS patient information 
• Decision making Template
• Guidance to seeking family opinion

Sent out Thursday 10th

Roll out started Sunday 13th at 8a.m



Role of Capacity Advocacy
• To support individuals maximise their capacity to participate in 

decision making
• Free and informed consent

• Where decision specific capacity lacking provide information for 
the decision maker

• Speeds up the process, treats every individual with dignity
• Refusal 



In action



Questions and your 
responses 

Ilora Finlay 
Chair, National Mental Capacity Forum 



The majority of 
respondents do know 
where to find the latest 
government guidance. 
However, over 200 
respondents did not 
know or were unsure.

Where is the guidance 





Around 240 respondents 
were unsure whether 
consent is valid without a 
signed form and around 
185 said it is not valid.

Consent record



Vaccination

• There is no legal requirement for consent to be in writing 
• It  records the discussions and the decision
• The informed consent should be recorded (required field on the 

Pinnacle Point of Care system). 
• Provide written information



The majority of 
respondents are 
somewhat or very 
confident in 
determining a person’s 
capacity. However, 150 
respondents were not 
confident.

Confident assessing capacity



Consent 
• Information – relevant and can be understood 
• Capacity – for that decision at that time
• Voluntary – don’t forget how people are influenced by fear etc 



1. Presume capacity - decision / time 



2.
Support
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Books beyond 
words 

Support a 
conversation 
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Vaccination Consent 
• Chapter 2 - Green Book consent before 

administration of all vaccines.
• Those being vaccinated should be able to 

understand, retain, and communicate: 
• anticipated benefits
• likely side effects and any individual risks
• disbenefits of not consenting



Dear Joan 
would have 
wanted it 

Do you remember 
poor  Joan?  She 

died of Covid

I miss her 



3. Unwise decisions 



4. Best interests 

100 respondents 
were not sure 
whether a best 
interests meeting is 
required if a patient 
lacks capacity to 
consent. Around 70 
think a meeting is 
not required.



Who?



Lack of relevant mental capacity
• Similar legal considerations as COVID testing and flu vaccine. 
• Principles of best interests decision making (MCA) are the same

• Care home staff or carers - plan in advance: ensure the doctor/nurse 
administering the vaccine has the information they need to make an 
appropriate best interests decision

• The decision maker - record their best interests decision. 
Best interests decisions - always for the individual (section 4 MCA)



Whilst the 
majority of 
respondents do 
know how to 
check whether an 
LPA is valid, 180 
respondents did 
not.

LPA Valid



LPA / CoP deputy
• Consult: advocate / Attorney (Health & 

Welfare)

• Does a deputy or attorney have relevant 
authority?

• You can only give the vaccination if 
deputy or attorney has consented 
(record this).

• NHS and social care staff: check if a 
COVID-19 patient has an attorney or 
deputy - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)

https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/sDkzClxrnCNjQmvUyv1ka?domain=gov.uk


Around 350 respondents 
were not sure whether 
you can still give a COVID 
vaccination in the person’s 
best interests and around 
125 respondents say you 
can.

Attorney refuses 



Nearly 300 
respondents were not 
sure whether a Court 
Appointed Deputy can 
consent for a patient 
who lacks capacity. 

Court appointed deputy



Serious medical treatment
MCA regulations 2006
involves providing, withdrawing or withholding treatment where:
• a single treatment, there is a fine balance between its benefits

to the patient and likely burdens and risks for him,
• a choice of treatments, a decision is finely balanced, or
• proposal is likely to involve serious consequences for the patient.



5. Least restrictive option 



Reward
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A reward !



Reaching consensus (and what 
to do if there isn’t) 

Alex Ruck Keene 



It’s not consultation if
• There is a health and welfare attorney with the relevant power

• There is a health and welfare deputy

• It is their decision whether to consent on behalf of the person 
(but they need to have consulted…) 



Otherwise, it is consultation  

• As part of the “informal and collaborative” process required by 
the MCA 2005 to identify what is in the person’s best interests 

• With those engaged in caring for the person or interested in 
their welfare (s.4(7) MCA 2005) 



The purpose of consultation 

[…] in considering the best interests of this particular
patient at this particular time, decision-makers must look
at his welfare in the widest sense, not just medical but
social and psychological; […]; they must try and put
themselves in the place of the individual patient and ask
what his attitude to the treatment is or would be likely to
be; and they must consult others who are looking after
him or interested in his welfare, in particular for their view
of what his attitude would be. (Aintree v James at 39)



Disagreement 
• Identifying why – is everyone trying to place themselves in the 

shoes of the person? 

• Resolution – time, information, discussion

• Consider involving an advocate (but nb in most cases 
vaccination would not count as serious medical treatment, so 
not a situation where an IMCA is required by the MCA)   



Next steps if cannot resolve
• If no attorney/deputy, then can the vaccinator properly say that 

they have a reasonable belief that they are acting in the best 
interests of the person? 

• Will depend upon the nature of the continuing objection by those 
interested in the person’s welfare 

• If others 
• do not believe attorney/deputy are acting in best interests of the 

person in refusing cannot proceed .…. wait ……safeguarding? 



https://www.39essex.com/rapid-response-guidance-note-
vaccination-and-mental-capacity/

https://www.39essex.com/rapid-response-guidance-note-vaccination-and-mental-capacity/


The Care Home 
Experience this week

Christine Whiteside 



Preparation 
1. Being prepared is the key to success
2. You know your residents/patients 

abilities strengths and weaknesses 
with regards to decision making

3. Research and gain as much insight 
into the area you will be discussing



Communication
•Be open and be prepared to LISTEN to concerns
•Offer benefits and potential side effects
•Give re-assurance and actions you will take to 
minimise risk

•Offer further discussions with other health 
professionals such as GP or Pharmacist



Collaboration
•Work closely with other health professionals 
who will be assisting

•Know what is expected from you to enable a 
smooth process

•Provide all necessary information prior to 
commencement

•Prepare your Team in advance



Question Time

We are all answering in 
personal capacity only 
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Grief at Christmas 

Acknowledge it 
Include the memory of those 

who have died
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Be kind
to yourselves

With thanks for all you do
And for making it safer for all 

5 principles 


